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The article by Estornell-Erill et al.¹ published in Revista Española de Cardiología investigates the ability of multidetector computed tomography (CT) to detect the causes of left ventricular systolic dysfunction (LVSD) in a single comprehensive assessment. In this study, the authors combine coronary artery calcium (CAC) scoring, anatomic luminal imaging of the coronary arteries by CT angiography, and CT myocardial tissue evaluation to assess the etiology of LVSD in one protocol using coronary angiography and cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging as the reference standard. Each of these imaging techniques has been studied independently using various reference standards; however, this is the first time that all have been evaluated together. The authors are to be commended for this approach particularly at a time when institutions are attempting to streamline medical care to reduce cost and provide optimal targeted investigation with the lowest number of studies. Traditional algorithms have combined invasive coronary angiography with at least one noninvasive modality such as nuclear medicine, echocardiography, and CMR. Each of these noninvasive tools has advantages and disadvantages that are described in the article. CMR has shown the greatest promise by being able to assess both perfusion and viability together; however, the success of coronary artery depiction with magnetic resonance imaging has proved elusive.² One approach has been to combine invasive coronary angiography with CMR to address both the anatomic and physiologic assessment; the authors use this as the reference standard in the current study. In fact, magnetic resonance imaging was originally postulated as a tool for comprehensive imaging of the heart, resulting in a coining of the phrase “one stop shop” imaging.³

CAC scoring has been well established in the literature as a useful tool for risk-stratifying patients undergoing assessment for cardiovascular disease. It is widely considered now that coronary calcium assessment should form part of the routine risk factor assessment in addition to other historical risk factors such as hypertension and diabetes. The power of CAC assessment lies in its negative predictive value whereby coronary artery disease is effectively excluded if there is a score of zero. A CAC score higher than zero indicates that the individual has coronary artery disease; however, it does not reliably predict the presence of obstructive disease. Therefore the false positive rate is generally high for obstructive coronary disease and explains why CAC scoring has not commonly been used as a diagnostic tool in various disease states such as LVSD, as the authors acknowledge. In this study, CAC assessment had a sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 31%, which increases to 58% when the CAC level is increased to more than 100. This is confirmed by other studies evaluating the role of CAC scoring in LVSD. The main benefit for CAC measurement is that if the score is zero, then ischemic causes of LVSD can be excluded. From a practical standpoint therefore, coronary CT angiography (CCTA) can be avoided if an initial CAC score is zero. One caveat is that a small percentage of patients with zero calcium score may have soft atherosclerotic coronary plaque that remains undetected by CAC assessment; however, the risk of obstructive disease is extremely low.⁴ Since most of the information regarding coronary atherosclerosis, whether hard or soft, can be gleaned from the CCTA, it is difficult to see whether there is any point to carrying out the CAC score in this disease setting.

With the advent of multidetector CT technology, CCTA emerged as a useful and reproducible noninvasive tool for imaging the coronary artery anatomy. Multiple studies have demonstrated high sensitivity and specificity for detection of coronary artery disease when compared to invasive coronary angiography.⁵,⁶ Similar to CAC scoring, the principal advantages lies with its negative predictive value where, if the CCTA is normal, coronary artery disease is excluded. Therefore, CCTA has primarily been employed to exclude coronary disease in low- to intermediate-risk patients, such as in the setting of the emergency department; it has not been commonly employed to assess patients with LVSD. In this study, the detection rate for significant coronary disease according to Felker’s criteria was high, with sensitivities and specificities of 100% and 96%, respectively. This compares remarkably well to the published literature. Based on the results in this study, one could argue that CCTA alone is sufficient to assess a potential ischemic etiology.
in LVSD patients, without adding in additional CT imaging techniques. One possible explanation for a relative lack of evidence and utility for CCTA in LVSD is the poorer image quality produced by CT angiography in patients with poor left ventricular function. This relates to poor enhancement of the coronary arteries due to wide dispersion of the contrast bolus as it transits through the poorly functioning left ventricle. In this study, 45% of patients had moderate or severe LVSD (New York Heart Association III and IV) and no patients were excluded from the evaluation due to poor image quality. It would be interesting to know how measures of image quality and diagnostic performance varied across the different ejection fractions. However, even with that considered it seems that CCTA performed well, even in the poorly functioning hearts.

Delayed enhanced imaging with CMR is increasingly recognized as the gold standard for assessing left ventricular myocardial scar. This technique relies on leakage of gadolinium contrast from the intravascular space into the interstitium in areas of myocardial fibrosis, resulting in high signal within the scarred region on T1 weighted imaging due to contrast retention within the abnormal area. CMR is particularly suited to imaging myocardial scar due to its inherent ability to demonstrate high contrast between different tissues due to their specific relaxation times. More recently, efforts have been made to simulate CMR mechanisms in order to demonstrate delayed enhancement with CT. Scar imaging with CT depends on leakage of iodine-based contrast into the extracellular space, analogous to gadolinium contrast with CMR; however, due to the inherently lower contrast with CT, depiction of myocardial fibrosis has been more challenging, requiring extensive post processing and windowing to reliably demonstrate myocardial enhancement. Initial results of delayed enhanced CT for detecting myocardial scar have been encouraging in human and animal studies. It has been shown that a combined approach using cine imaging, first-pass perfusion, and delayed contrast enhancement results in the highest diagnostic accuracy for infarct detection. In the current study, the sensitivity and specificity of late iodine enhancement in the setting of LVSD were 86% and 96%, respectively, using invasive coronary angiography as the reference standard. Groups 1 and group 3 showed nearly exact correlation when compared, although the individual imaging technique comparisons were not separated out. It would be informative to see the direct comparisons between late iodine enhancement by CT and late gadolinium enhancement by CMR, although all 6 patients with scar in group 2 were detected by CT and CMR. Delayed enhanced imaging by CT requires the addition of an extra CT acquisition, with the resultant increase in radiation exposure, as performed in this study. In this small study, myocardial scar was detected by an extra delayed CT acquisition and may justify the use of additional radiation exposure in this clinical setting. Further work with larger numbers of patients needs to be carried out.

Detection of hypoattenuation during first-pass contrast enhancement is analogous to first-pass perfusion imaging at CMR and is aimed at assessing myocardial necrosis or microvascular obstruction. Microvascular obstruction is usually seen in the setting of acute myocardial infarction where arteriolar thrombotic obstruction does not allow passage of any contrast material into the damaged muscle. This results in a perfusion defect on both CT and magnetic resonance imaging. CT, CMR and invasive coronary angiography were carried out on average 22 days after the initial clinical event in this study therefore it is less likely that microvascular obstruction would still be apparent. The results for hypoattenuation were mixed in this study having a low sensitivity of 57%. Since myocardial scar may not be apparent on first-pass imaging, this may explain its variable detection by hypoattenuating lesions.

A major consideration of multidetector cardiac CT is radiation exposure. Several techniques have been developed to reduce radiation dose including electrocardiogram pulse modulation, prospective electrocardiogram gating, and various postprocessing algorithms. All of these approaches have reduced radiation exposure from relatively high levels of 10 to 15 mSv to 4 to 5 mSv for a single acquisition. In this study, 3 different sequential CT acquisitions were carried out, resulting in an average dose of 25mSv per patient study. This would be considered high for a diagnostic study. The use of prospective electrocardiogram gating instead of retrospective gating, as used in this study, would result in at least a 50% reduction in radiation exposure thus mitigating the increased cumulative radiation due to multiple CT acquisitions.

This article investigates the utility of a comprehensive CT approach for diagnosing ischemic cardiac disease and demonstrates that it has some utility in assessing the causes of LVSD. The most promising combination of techniques include CCTA and delayed enhanced imaging by CT, which allow combined assessment of obstructive coronary disease and myocardial scar, showing the highest rate of disease detection. Coronary calcium assessment did not add much diagnostic yield to the overall protocol, although it does add some value in potentially avoiding CCTA in low-risk patients with zero calcium score. A significant concern is the radiation exposure associated with the described multi-acquisition protocol. This can be obviated by using various dose reduction strategies that have the potential to reduce the overall radiation dose by at least half. Such a comprehensive CT protocol is highly promising for assessing acute cardiac disease, particularly when radiation dose is minimized.
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